
Chapter IV:

The Complementarity of Classical and Statistical Investigations.

A review of the main points that have been made
will prove, perhaps, the most expeditious introduction to the
problem of the present chapter.

Our study of human intellieence began from
an Recount of the psycholosical aspects of insight, It
turned to geometrical definitions as prodects of insicht
and thence to the re-definitions that result from hi .her
view-points. The areument thla then tsisted to t e queer type
of ins is;ht that cot.mrPg.laseAlkikagrAISAL gr spSui that the understanding
of given data, or of the answer to a eavon question consists
in understandinp., that t ore is nothina to be understood.
Finally, from an examinatien of infi ities and of limits,
there was effected thaexmmerslizatien a generalization that
achnowledeed in all data an empirical resiclne from which
intellieence always abstracts.

The second chapter switched to insiahts in thm
field of amTx± empirical science. After a brief contrast
between mathematical and scientific developments of understanding,
attention centered on the ori,in of the clues that form the
first moment of insi ght. It was seen that, by inquiring/insellis ence
anticipates the act of understnne3ina for which it strives.
The cement of that anticipated act can be designeted heuristically.
The properties of the anticipated and desienated content
constitute the clues intelli once employs to dissovarx guide
itself towards discovery. Finally, siece there nre not only
direct insiehts that understand what is to be undesstood but
also the queer typo of insiahts that undersand that there
is nothing to be understood, hearsxtdo heuristic structures
fall into two groups, namely, the classical and the statistical.
A classical heuristic structere is intelli.ent anticipation
of the systematic-and-abstract. A ssatLstical heuristic structwe
is intellieent anticipation of the systematic-and-abstract
setting a boundary or norm from which the concrete cannot
systematically diverge.

Of themselves, heuristic structures are empty.
They anticipate a form that is to be filled. Now just as the
form can be anticipated; in its general pronorties, so also
can the process of filling be anticipated in its ganeral
properties. There exist, then, canons of empirical method.
If insight is to be into data, there is a canon of selection.
If insights into data sesaats accumulate in a circuit of
presentations, insiehts, formulations, experiments, new
presentations, there is a canon of operations. If applied

science involves insiehts into meterials, purposes, agents,
and tools, then pure science, as prior to applied, will be
concerned dm solely with the immanent intelliqibility of data
and so will be subject to a canon of relevance. If pure science
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goes beyond the data,inasmuchsti as it grasps their immanent
intelligibility, still it adds to the data no more than
that intelligible content; there results a canon of parsimony,
which excludes any affirmation that P.m's beyond iehret can be
verified in the data. If some data a,e to be understood, then
all are to be understood; the scientific coal is the understanding
of all phenomena, and so sceentific method is subject to a canon
gaxam of complete explanation; it follons that no exception is
to be made for exrerienced  extensions or for expelrienced durations;
and this conclusion implies a shift from a Galilean to an Einsteinian
viewpoint. Finally, Lhough all data are to be Exptaxs explained,
it remains that certain aspects of all data are explained in
the queer fashion al ready noticed. There exista statistical
residues, for the toTalety of ,he systematic is abstract, the
abstract is applied to the concrete only by the addition of
further determinations and, from the natu e of the case, the
furthor determinations cannot he systematically relnted to one
another.

,•,,,

Now this bore enumeration of the points min;
that have been made in our first three chapters confronts us
with a problem. Both the heuristic structures of science and
the canons of empirlcal method involve a duality. Besedes
Grasping the inGellirnbility immanent in data in a positive
fasnion, human intellieence also rrasps a domination of the
concrete by the abstract-and-systematic. lioever, though the-

one admits tiles duality as a fact, one still may ask whether it
is ultimate, whet er classical and statistical inquiries are
isolated or related procedures, whether they lead to isolated
or related results. An answer to these questions is sought in
the present chapter, and it falls into three parts.

First, it will be advanced that classical and
statistical Anzasitxg investigations are complementary as
types of knowing. In theer heerestic anticipations, in tneir
procedures, in eheir formulations, in their differences of
abstractness, in their verification, and in t .eir domains of
data, each will be shown to complement and to be complemented
by the other.

Secondly, besides the complenentarity in knowing,
0	 teere is a complementatity in the to-be-known. 	 ftetner one

likes it or not, honrestic structures and empirical canons
constitute an a priori. They settle in advance the (!eneral
determinations, not merely of the activities of knowing, but
also of the content to be known. Just as Aristotle's notions
on science and method resulted in his cosmic hierarchy, just
as the Galilean reduction of secondary to primary qualities

0 necessitaeed a mechanist determinism, so too our simultaneous
affirmation of both clasical and statistical investigations
involves a worldilview. ehat is that view?

Thirdly, teen) is a clarification that results
from contrast. Accordengly, after endeavoring to determine
the world view, to eUch one commits oneself by accepting
the heuristic structures and the canons of empirical method,
there are set forth its differences from the world views of
Aristotle, Galileo, Darwin, and contemporary indeterminists.
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	1.14	 First, 1;11e heuristic anticipations of classical
and of statistical procedures are complementary. For the systematic
and the non-systematic are the contradictory alternatives of a
dichotomq. Inquiry of the classicel typo is an anticipation of
She systematic. Inquiry of the satist.cal type is an antscipation
of the non-systematic. Not the relntions between data must be
either systematic or non-systematic. It follows t. at in any given
case either the classical or the statistical aaticipaties must be
correct.

Two corollaries follow.
The first is the openness of empirical method.

The m_re fact of inquiry is itself a presupeosition, for it
implies that there is something to be knoan by understanding
the data. Still this presupposition is inevitable, for it mmkem
marks the difference between the scienuific enc7 the non-scientific
attitudes to ex erience. Moreover, this aresupposition is minimal.
For it does not determine a I_Tiori whether any selected range of
data is to be reduced to system in o the classical fashion or,
on the En other hand, is to be accounted for by shoving how
the concrete diverges non-systematically from systematic expectations.

The second corollary is the relevance of em:airical
method. For emtirical method is a matter of trial and error,
and the only way to settle whether a given as .regete of observations
are or are not reducible to syatem is to formulate both hypoüheses,
work out their implications, and test the implications against
ebserved results.

'AuctcLud

	1.2 	Next, classical and statistical pm Investigations
are complementary procedures. For they separate systematically
and non-systematically releted data, and the isolation of either
type is a step uosards the deeermination of the other.

With such separation everyone is familiar when
it is effected physically by experimentation. As has been seen,
the aim of the experimenter is to isolate a definable conjunction
of elements and to exhibit their operations as they occur when
uninfluenced by extraneous factors.

Again, physical separation is not always possible,
and then one attempts to do by ttlourht what one cannot achieve
by deed. In this fashion, as soon as a science has made SOW
progress, it invokes its known laws in seeking the determination
of the unknown. Thus, onee Boyle's law is knewn, one assumes it
in determining Charles' law; once both are known, one assumes
both in determining Gay-Lussac's law. Similarly, in all depart-
ments, knoun laws are employed to auide experiment, to eliminate
the consideration of what already has been explained, and to
provide -premises for the interpretation of observed results.

Moreover, such se aration, whether physical or
mental, As not co fined to classical laws. All laws belong to
a single complementary field. For this reason it has been

c,
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po'isible to invoke the laws of probable errors and thereby to
eliminate a non-systematic component in observations and measure-
ments. In like manner, Mendel's statistical laws of macroscopic,
genetic characters led to the postulation of microscopic entities
named genes; to each genes was assigned, on the classical model,
a single, deGerminate effect and manifestation; eenes with
incompatible effects were classified as dominant and recessive;
and so statistical combinions of classically conceived genes
became the explanation of non-systematic, macroscopic phenomena.

The _eader may be surprised that e lump together
the laws of probable errors and the Mendelian la s of heredity.
But from our viewpoint they belong to-ether. In both cases
a component in the data is brousjat under law. ' In both cases
the discovery of the law grounds a mental separation of the
component, subject to knewn law, from other components still
to be determined. In both cases this mental separation opens
the way to the determination of ferter laws, In both cases,
finally, it is uhe discovery of a statistical law that grounds
he mental separation and that can lead to the discovery no less
of classical than of statlstical laws.

This complementarity of classical and statistical
procedures has an important corollary. For the exerirsentall
physical exclusion of extraneous factrs is not alays possible.
)hen it is not, there exists the alternative of discovering the
law of the extraneous factor and then allowing for its influence
in interpleting one's result. Now the corollary, to which we
would draw attention, is that statistical laws can be employed
in this fashion to the determination of classical laws. For
kno.aedse of statistical laws enables one to separate mentally
the non-systematic component in the data a:d so it leaves one
free to investigate the remaining sustemrtic component.

It will be asked, then, whether the statistical
investi:ations of Quantum Mechanics may he exeected to nrepare
the way for a later resurgence of classical thoT;ht in the field
of sub-atomic physics.

This ,:uestion is, I think, ambisuous. One may
mean a return to the former type of classical thought with its
imagi:able models, its belief in the universal possibility of
imaginative synthesis, its affirmation of a mechanist determinism,
and its concept of explanation as the reduction of secondary to
PriTary qualities. On the other hand, it is possible to speak
of 'classical" thought in a transposed and analogous sense. in
that case, one would grant to imagination a notable heuristic
value, for images supply the materials for m insights; but, at

/4/ the same time, one would deny to unverified and unverele images
any representative value; classical laws woeld be conceived as
abstract, xrd the abstraction would be conceived as enriching,
and so full 2 knowledge of classical laws would not preclude
the existence of statistical residues.

Once this distinction is drawn, our answer to the
foregoing question bebomes obvious. biemssanat In the light of
the canons of complete explanation, of parsimony, and of statis-
tical residues, we cannot expect any return to the older type of
classical thought. Again, in the same light, we must expect
Quantum Mechanics, if interreued st2tistically, to open the
way to a new development of "classical" thouPlat in a transposed
and analogous sense. Indeed, Pauli's exclusion principle provides
a premise for the determination of the states of electrons in
atoms; and while changes of these states seem to occur statistically,
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still the series of states is as regular and systematic as the
periodic table of chemical elements (see Lindsay and Margenau, poMEf-
In like manner, one milat note classical tendencies in the
discovery of new sub-atomic entities over and above the more
familiar electrons, protons, and neutrons.
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1.3 A	 Thirdly, classical and statistical formulations
are complementary. For classical formulations rer-ard conjugates,
which are verified only in events. And statistical formulations
regard events, which are defined only by conjugates.

The dependence of classical upon statistical formula-
tion comes to light, when one probes into the meaning of the
classical proviso, other things beinp equal. jhat are the other
things? In wh t does teleir eeualety consist? These questions
caneOt be given an ans.er teat is both detailed and syetematic.
For the proviso, which limits classical laws, is effectively
any relevant pattern of a diverging series of conditions. Such
series vary with circumstances, and ,he aggregate of patterns of
such series is both enormous and non-systematic. In other words,
classical laws tell w'leae would happen in if conditions were fulfilled;
statistical laws ,ell how often conditions are fulfilled; and so
the phrase, other thins being equal, amounts to a vague reference
to the statistical residues, which are the province of the comple—
mentary statistical laws.

The inverse dependence of statistical upon classical
formulations comes to light, ,hen one asks which stat.Lstical
investirations possess scientific sirnificance. Thus, anyone
would acknowledge a difference in such significance between
determining the frequency of red hair in trombone players and,
on the other hand, measuring the intensity of line spectra.
In either case one arrives at a number that may be relarded as
an actual frequency, but it is not apparent that in both cases
one has an equal chance in contributing to the advance of science.

• ol
lit4illualirly For the advance of science is secured by operating in
he light of present kmowledee and towards the solution of

well-formulated problems. As soon as any department of science
hos passed beyond its initial stages, it begins to desert the
expressions of ordinary language and to invent technical terms
of its own. Such technlcal terms have their origin in the
correlations that have been found sienificant; they are or,
in some fashion, they deeeed upon what we have named pure conjugates.
Accordingly, inasmuch as the stauistical investieator proceeds
in the light of ac tiered kno ledge and towards the solution of
well formulated problems, he will be led to define events by
appealing, directly or indirectly, to the pure conjugates that
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are implicit in classical laws.
Honever, the reader may ask whether this view

can be resarded as definitive. It is true enough that the
scientific classifications and definitions of the present are
dependent on the discovery and formulatinn of classics1 laws.
But may one not eInsect tat a fuller developrient of ststistical
inquiry will result in the imlicit definition of technical terms
by statistical and not classical laws?

: Ise 1.- Ing	 • a -Tior q r
.thile there seem to be those that wo'ld answer

tnis question affirmatively, I cannot see my way to arrreeing
with them. My reason runs as follows. The answer, "Yes,"

to a question for reflection obtains a determinate meaning
only by reverting from the "Yes" to the question and to its
origin in the ItRel	 descriptive or explanatory answer
to a question for	 intellirrence. Now the event, the hap-ening,
the occurring correstonds to the bare "Yes." To say what happens,
what occurs, one must raise a question that cannot be ans;?ered
by a "Yes" or a "No." One must anneal either Java to the
ex:eriontial conjugates of descrintion or to the c4s.4.4itolginure
conjugntes of explenation. On this shoving, then, one cannot
exi,ect events to generate their own definitions any more than
one can ex-Get "Yes" or "No" to settle what is affirmed or denied.
Finally, if events cannot generate their own definitio s, then
frequencies of events cannot do so; for there seems no reason
to exlect that different typos of events must have different
numerical frequencies or, indeed, that the numerical frequencies
could serve to specify the kinds of events to which one wishes
to refer.

There is, then, a complenentarity of classical
and statistical formulations. For if statistical formulations
are to be significant contributions to the advance of science,
they will appeal to the exeriontial and pure conjugates of
classical olg.sEsiGal classifications and definitions. Inversely,
the conjugates of classical formulations are verifiable only
in statintically occuiTina: events and their immanence in
statistical residues is revealed by the proviso, "other things
being equal."

It may not be out of place to conclude this
sub-section by clrrifying a sli,,ht nuzzle. It is true enough
that statistical laws also are immnnent in stntisuical residues,
and so hold un	 ,cler the enoral proviso, "other things being equal."
If "P follows Q" has the probability, ph, still there are
conditions for the occurrence of the occasion, Q, and it is only
when those conditions are fulfilled that the probability, p/q,
is verifiable. The frequency of such fulfilment might be
indicsted by saying that "Q follows R" has the probability, q/r,
so that one statistical law would be dependent on another.
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Still this inter-dependence of statistical laws, while true
'wit* enough, is beside our present point. It in no way invali-
dates the significant contention that the dependence of classical
upon statistical formulations is revealed by the proviso,
"Other things being equal."

1.4	 Fourthly, there is a complementarity in modes
of abstraction.

ClessIcal heuristic procedure rests on the
assumption that to some extent the relations between data are
systematic, and it devotes its efforts to determine just what
those ma systematic relations are.

Statistical heuristic procedure rests on an
assumntion of mial.trAlw*t.A.44/0non-systematic relatIons and it
aims at determining an i0eal frequency from which actual fre-
quencies may diverse but only non-systematically.

In both cases the result obtained is abstract.
For the classical law represents the systematic and rrescinds
from the non-systematic. On the other hand, the statistical
law represents, not the actual frequency of actual events, but
the ideal frequency from which actual fre uencies diverge.

No- while both tes of law are abstract, still
their modes of abs6raction differ. The classical law is concerned
simply with the systematic; it disrega7ds the non-systematic.
The statistical law, on the contrary, assumes the non-systematic
as a premise. By itcelf, of conrse, such a :remise could yield
no conclusions such as the abstract, ideal, universal frequencies
named probabilities. what concerns the statistical inquirer is,
then, neither the purely systematic, nor the purely non-systematic,
but the systematic as setting ideal limits from which the non-
systematic cannot diverge syste-mtically.

Clearly, tnese two modes of abstraction are
complementary. In its first movement, in uiry aims UoAdetermining
the systematic component in data; in its, second movement,
inquiry turns to the more concrete task of determining how
the manner in which the systematic component in data moderates
the non-systematic. The complete view resnits only from the
combination of the two movements, and so the tno are complementary.

Thnre is another asnect to this complomentarity.
The systematic relations, xhim eith which classical inquiry is
concerned, mainly are the relations of things, not to our senses,
but to one another. In so far as the relations of things to
one another are conoidered in the abstract and so as indeeendent
of their relations to our s. nses, there arises a principle of
equivalembe for all senses since all equally are abstracted from.
On the other hand, statistical laws deal, not simply with occasions
and events, but with observable occasions and observable events.
They are not, in principle, independent of the relations of
things to our senses, and so they cannot be subjected to a
full princi, le of e-uivalence. 4A0A44 There follows the already
mentioned formal opposition between ruantum Mechanics, i terpreted
statistically, and General Relativity; the two theories may deal
with the same things, but they deal with them from radically
different viewponnts: they are complementary in so far as
General Relativity is concerned nith things as independent of
their relations to our senses while Quantum Mechanics views talc'
things in a manner that includes those relations. [See Chapter
III,
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1.5	 Fifthly, classical and statistical laws are comple-
mentary in their verification. This may be stated roughly by
saying that classical laws determine what would happen if conditions
were fulfilled, while statiseical laws determine how often one
may expect conditions to be fulfilled. Hoeever, a fuller account
of this complementarity may be given by showing how the determination
of witql4 either classical or statistical laws leaves room for the
determination of the other.

Thus, if one wore to supnose exact and complete
knoeledge of all classical laws, one woeld not preclude the possi-

	

Ca	 bility of the verification of statistical laws. Lette

	

^	 te:442mAa set of classical laws, say P, woeld be exact and complete,
if there were no possibility of replacing them by some different
set, say Q. ATillem, there efeeld be no possibility of replacing

	A	 P by 4 Q, if there were no systematic diveeeence between the
data and the set of laws, P; for the sets, P and Q, differ as
laws and so differ systematically; and so the verification of
the set, Q, in place of the set, P, supposes a systematic divergence
between the set, P, and the data. Finally, thout there is no
systematic divergence between the set, PI and the data, there
can be a non-systemntic divereence that would provi de the field
for the investieation and verificaeion of statistical laws.

Again, as has been seen (Charter III, §6. ),
can/ exact and complete knonlede,e of classicel lows not merely/leaves

room for possible statistical ievestieation bat also must do so.
For such exact and complete knowledee woad embrace all the
systematic relations between determi ate data; none the less,
such knowledee would be abstract and so in need of further deter-
mlmations to be applied to concrete insennces; it follows that
the further detorminaeions cnnnot be syseematically related to
one another, and so that there must be a field for statistical
laws.

Finally, statistical investigations in their
turn hove noktendency to totalitarian aspirations. For besides

1"lk stati tical predictions, there exist the fully accurate predictions
that are exemplified by astronomy and that rest on the existence
of ssknorisoef schemes of recurrence. 23mhxschzmam Moreover,
the ineollieent manner of making these predictions is to analyse
the schemes into their component classical laws. Co-ornicus
corrected Ptolemyls imaeinntive scheme; Kepler corrected the
c.ercles of Copernicus; bat it was Newton that norked out the
underlying laws and Laplace that revealed the Periodicity of
the planetary system. From that discovery of laws the great
movement of thoueht, named modern science, received its most
powerful confirmation. It did so because it ended, at least
for two centuries, the MOTO common human tendency to speak,
not of irecise laws, bu, of the common run of events or the
ordinary course of Nature. At the •reeent moment, the profound
significance of statistical laws is coming to light. But if
this new movement is not to degenerate into the old talk about
what comnonly happens, it must retain its contact with the
empirically established precision of classical formulations.

	

..\)1(efrit4s) 	
For statistical laws are of no greater scientific significance
tkhat the definitions of the events w'ose frequencies they

/	 A	 2_deeermine; unless those definitions are determined scientifically,
statistical thought lapses into pre-scientific insipmificance.
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1.6 A Sixthly, classical and statistical laws are
complementary in sheir domains of data. By this is meant,
not that some data are explained by classical laws and other
data by statIstical laws, but rather that certain aspects of
all data receive the classical type of explanation while
other aspects of the same data are explained alone  statis-
tical lines.

As has been seen (Chapter II, '52.3 ), the classical
heuristic asssmstion is that similars are similnrly unuerstood.
Consequently, -oreliminary classifications are based on similarity
to sense. However, the scieneist is interested in the relation
of things, not to our senses, but to one another. Accordingly,
the preliminary clqssificetions are sunerseded by tile emergence
and development of technical terms that are derived, not from
sensible similarity, but from similarities of constant and
regularly varying proportion; and in the limit there are reached
what we have limed pure conjurates, that is, terms implicitly
defined by the empirically established correlations in which
they occur.

Still to account for data as similar is not to
account for data in all their aspects. Each datum is just this
instance of the given. It emerges within a continuous manifold.
It is gtxx in a particular place and at a partscular time. It
ocomrs rarely or fresuently. Now these aspects of all data are
disregarded in explanations of the classical type. The law of
the lever tells us nothing about the frequency of levers, about
the places where they are to be found, 4A;MAA4 emem about the times
at which they function. Hence, exnlanations of the classical
type have to be complemented by explanatio s of a further,
different type.

Nor is it difficult to see, at least in some
general fashion, that statistical laws can provide the complementary
explanation. For the eeneral form of the statistical law is
that on E occurrences of the occasion, PI there tend to be a
occurrences of the event, Q. Now the occasion, P, is itself an
event or a combiultion of events. In either case it will possess
its probability. In like manner, the occasions on which P is
probable, will have their probability, and so there arises an
indefinite regress of probabilities from events of the type,
More generally, for events of any type, X, there are corresponding
Indefinite regresses of nrobabilities.

Now, it is not immediately apparent that such
regresses can be combined into a sinrle view. Bat it suffices
for present purposes to remark that, were such a combination
possible, one mould be on the Rya way to attaining a statistical
explanation of data in their numbers and in their spatio-temporal
distribution. To invoke only the simplest considerations, low
probabilities are offset by large numbers of occasions, so that
what is probable only once in on a million oacasions, is to be
ex. acted a million times on a million million occasions. In like
manner, the rarity of occasions is offset by long intervals of
time, so that if occasions arise only once in a million years,
still they arise a thousand times in a thousand million years.
At once there emerges the explanatory significance of statistical
laws. W.hy are there in the world of our experience such vast
numbers and such enormous intervals of time? Because probabilities
are low, numbers have to be large; because occasions are rare,
time intervals have to be long. 

	7") 
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By itself, this is a very modest conclusion.
Still, though the achievement is quite negligible, the no,entialities
are extremely significant. Statistical laws pJssess a capacity
to generate explanation. Their heuristic assumption is simply
that the non-systematic cannot diverge systeIatically from the
systematic. But this incapacity for systematic diveraence,is
guipixa2ant when combined with large numbers and long intervals
of time, is equivalent to a positive tendency, to an intelligible
order, to an effective thrust, that is no less explained than
the ric)rous conclusions based on classical laws. In other
words, probability is one thing, and chance is another. Probability
is an ideal norm that, for all its ideality, is concretely
successful in the long run. Chance is merely the non-systematic
divergence of actual freqlencies from the ideal frequencies
named rrobabilities. Chance e:aplains nothing. It pertains
irretrievably to the merely empirical residue, to the aspects
of data from which intelli-ence always abstracts. But probability.
6A/ • I,	 lb,- •	 AalleiN4IN4Ai'kliPt4431"14
is an intelligibility; it is, as it were, rescued from the merely
empirical residue by the round-abo-t device in which inquiring
intelligence sots up the heuristic anticinations of the statistical
type of investiration.

Sttrv-rm.H1•

1.7	 Jo have been coreidering the complemenLarity of
classical and statistical investiraations as forms of knowing.
We have found such complernentnrity to exist at each of the
stages or components of the process of in uiry. There is the
classical Aristic anticipation of the systematic; there is the
complementary statistical heuristic anticipation of the non-
systematic. Next, to determine either a classical or a statistical
law is to prepare the way for the de'eermination of further laws
of either type; for both classical and statistical laws pertain
to a single complamentary field, and to know either is to effect
a mental separation bet-een types of data that have been accounted
for and types that still remein to be explained. Thirdly, there
is a complomentarity of formulations: the experiential and pure
conjugates of classical laws can be alm verified only in events;
the events occur only if other t ines are equal; and the equality
of other things amounts to an unconscimus acknoledgement of the
non-systemetic aggregate of patterns of diverging series of
conditions. Inversely, as conjurates are verified only in events,
so events are defined only by conjugates, and statistical laws
of events can possess scientific significance only in the measure
that they employ definitions anerated by classical procedures.•
Fourthly, there is a complx.eTrionthrity in modes of abstraction:
classical laws regard the systematic in abstraction from the
non-systomatic, the relations of thines to one another in abstraction
frmn their reletions to our sinses; but statistical laws consiZer
he systematic as setting hounds to the non-systematic and they

are conaned to the observable events that include a relation to
out senses. Fifthly, the two types of law are complenentary in
their verification: exact and complete kno7ledee of classical laws
cannot successfully invade the field of statistical laes; and
statistical investigations are confronted with regular recurrences
that admit explanations of the classical type. Finally, there
is complementarity in the aspects of data explained by the
different tyees of laws; data as similar are explained on classical
lines; but their numbers and their distributions become intelli-
gible only by some synthesis of statistical considerations.  

	•arrairmilmwommirwarmerstaimiadomiii.W...jaiiamormil(7)
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2.o	 Just ns the first part of this chapter was devoted
to °Ye:biting	 complementarity of cln ,sicel and of statietical
investieetions from the viewpoint of knowing, so now the second
part is to be directed to the delorminationa of the corresponding
complereentarity from the viewpoint of vLat in to be known.
For knowing and known, if they are not an ic'entity, at least
stand in some correspondence and, es the known is reached only
through knowing, structural features of the one are bound to be
reflected in the other. Aristotle's world-view stemmed from
his distinction between the necessary laws of the heavenly bodies
and the contingent laws of things on this earth. Mechanist
determinism had its scientific basis in the Galilean concept
of sa explanetion as the reduction of secondary to 1)rim'ry
qualities. In similar fashion some parallel implication cannot
be avoided by any fully conscious nethodology and so, if we are
not to play the ostrich, we must face the question, what world-
view is involved by our affirmation of both classical and statis-
tical laws.

•
dkurj 	 L2 14440

2.1	 ?in 7eneral characteristics of our position
may be indicated innediately.

In the first place, it will be concerned with the
intelligibility immanent in the universe of our experience.
For it will be a conclusion from te structure of empirical
method and, by the canon of relevance, empirical Method is
confined to determining such immanent intelli-ibility. Hence,
we shall have nohing to say in this chapter about the end or
purpose of this universe, aboet tee maeeriels from which it
was fashioned, abolt the principal or instrumental aeents respon-
sible for it. Our efforts will be limited to determining the
immanent design or order characteristic of a universe in which
both classical and. statistical laws obtain.

In the second place, our account of this design
or order will be generic. A secific account eould have to draw
upon the content of the empirical sciences. It 'would have to
appeal, not to classical and statistical laws in general, but
to the .precise laws that can be empirically established. Our
account, on the other hand, will rest not on the results of
scientific investigations but simply and solely upon the dynamic
structue of inquiring intellieence. Accordinely, if in the
course of the exposition any partecular scientific conclusions
are invoked, their function will be not determinative but merely
illustrative. Just as mechanist determinism has. been a world-view
that is independent of the precise content of classical laws,
so too our objective is a similarly eeneric structure that is
compatible not only with present classical and statistical laws
but also with their future evisions.

In the tei_rd place, our account of the design or
order of this universe will be relatively invariant. The
coneent of the natural sciences is a variable. There has been
the scAnce of the Renaissance. There has been the science of
the Enlightenment. There is the science of today. There will
be the sUccessive stages of scientific development in the future.
But knitting toeether these diverse manifestations of scientific
thought, generating each in turn only to bring forth the revision
and transformation of each, there is the underlying invariant
that loosely may be named scientific method and more precisely,
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I think, would be designated as the dynamic structure of
inquiring intellir,ence. For, as has been seen, it is the
desire to un(lerstand that results both in the heuristic
structure of classical Procedure and in the complementary
structure of statistical investie,atian; and it is the nature
of insight that accounts for the six canons of selection,
oterations, relevance, parsimony, complete expinnetion, and
siatintical residues, in accord with which the heurzistic
structures eonerate the series of scientific theories and
systems. Now our prema± premise is to be, not the variable
contents of the sciences, but the invariant forms -overning
scientific investiantion. It follows t-nt the deserm of the
universe, to which we shall conclude, will enjoy the invariance
of the premise, tm which vie shall invoke.

Still, I hnve said that our account aill be only
relatively invariant, and the reason for this restriction is
plain enough. For our appeal will be, not to the structure of
the human mind itself, but only to our accoent of that structure.
Just as the natural sciences ore sub ject to revision, so too
one may expect our nccount of inouirina inellirence to be
subjected to rearrangements, modifLcetions, rind improvements.
In the measure that such changes will affect the premises of
the present argument, in the same measure the will also affect
the conclusions. Accordingly, the world-view to be presented
will be invariant, inasmuch as it will be inde-eendent of changes
in the content of the natural sciences; but it will be only
relatively invariant, for it cannot be Independent of zas
revisions of our analysis of empirical method.

In the fourth place, our account of a world-view
within the limits of empirical science will not be corm lete
in this chapter. In treotine the canon of parsimony, we postponed
the question of the validity of the notion of the thing. In
a later chapter, that question will have to be met, and then a
further complement to the resent account will be added.

In the fifth place, our account ,ill not claim
to be deductive. Perhaps one miaht artwe in strictly deductive
fashion from the complementary structule of the knowing to the
corresponding complementarity of the known. But, if that
procedure is possible, it also reuires an elaboration that
for eresent purposes would be excessive. Accordingly, our
appeal will be to insight. A shall begin from the problem
of showing hew both classical and statistical laws can coalesce
into a single, unified intelligibility comoensurate with the
universe of our experience. Against this problem we shall
set our clue, ne_aely, the scheme of recurrence. On the one
hand, the world of a our experience is full of continuities,
oscillations, rhythms, routines, alternations, circulations,
regularities. On the other hand, the scheme of recurrence
not only squr,2as with this broad fact but also is related
intimately both to classical and to statistical laws. For
the notion of the scheme emerges in the very formulation of
the canons of empirical method. Abstractly, the scheme itself
is a combination of classical laws. Concretely, schemes =alga
begin, continue, and cease to function in accord with statis-
tical probabilities. Such is our clue, our incipient insight.
To develop it ae shall consider 1) the notion of a conditioned
series of schemes of recurrence, 2) the probability of a single
scheme, 3) the emergent probability of a series of schemes,
and 4) the conse:uent characteristics of a world order.
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2.2	 The notion of the scheme of recurrenceotleryok
when it was noted that the diverging series of positive conOntions
for an event mierlt coil around in a circle. In that case,
a series of events, A, B, C,... wo9.16 be so related that the
fulfilment of the conditions for each would be the occurrence of
the others. Schematically, then, the scheme might be rei_resented
by the series of conditionals, if A occurs, B will occur; if B
occurs, Cii will occur; if C occurs,	 A will recur.
Such a circular arrannenent may involve any number of terms,
the possibility of alternative routes, and in general any degree
of complexity. Moxemver

Two instances of ereater comnlexity may be noted.
On the one hand, a scheme mio.ht consist of a sot of almost complete
circular arrangements, ofwhicch which none cold function alone
yet all would function if conjoined in an inter-doeendent combination.
On the other hand, schemes might be complemented by defensive
circles, so that if some event, F, tended to upeet a scheme,
there would be some such sequence of conditions as, If F occurs,
then G occurs; if G occurs, then H occurs; if H occurs, then
F is eliminated.

In illustration of schemes of recurrence the
reader may think of the planetary system, of the circulation
of water over the surface of the earth, of the r4tro-en cycle
familiar to biologists, of the routines of animal life, of
the repetitiveArhythms of production end exchange. In illustration
of schemes with defensive circles, one may advert to generalized
equilibria. Just as a chain reaction is a cumulstive series of
changes terminating in an exnlosive difference, so a generalized
equilibrium is such a combination of defensive circles that
any change, within a limited range, is offset by o-posite changes
that tend to restore the initial situation. Thus, health in
a plant or animal is a generalized equilibrium; again, the balence
of various forms of plant and animal life within an environment
Is a generalized equilibrium; aeain, economic process ;as conceived
by the older economists as a generalized equilibrium.

Hoeever, we are concerned, not with single schemes,
but with a conditioned series of schemes. Let us say that the
schemes, P, Q, R,... form a conditioned series, if all 2nor
menthers of the series must be functioning actually for any
later member to become a concrete possibility. Then, the scheme,
PI can function t'noegh neither Q nor R exist; the scheme,

less the
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can function, theeeh R does not yet exist; but "), cannot faction
unless P is already functioning; and R cannot function unless Q
is already functioning.

Thus, by way of a simple illustration, one may
advert to the dietary schemes of animals. All carnivorous animals
cannot live off other carnivorous animals. Hence, a carnivorous,
dietary scheme suproses another herbivorous, dietary scheme but,
inversely, there could be heribbivorous mnimals without any
carnivorous animals. Again, plents cannot in 'prima general
live off animals; the scheme of their nourishment involves
chemical processes; and trelet scheme can function apart from the
ex. etence of any animals. Finelly, chemical cycles are not
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independent of physical laws yet, inversely, the laws of physics
can be combined into schemes of recurrence that are independent
of chemical processes.

Such in briefest altline is the notion of the
conditioned series of schemes of recurrence. Let us seek a
slight increase in precision by drawing a t-reefold distinction
between l) the possible seristion, 2) the probable seriation, and
3) the actual seriation.

The actual soriation is unique. It consists of
the schemes that actually were, are, or will be functioning in
our universe along with prec_se sr)ecifLcations of their places,
their durations, and their relations to one another.

The probable Bitantizit seriotion differs from
the actual. For the actual diverges non-system-tically from
probability expectations. The actual is the factual, but the
probable is ideal. Hence, while the actual seristion has the
uniqueness oft the latter of fact, the Probable seriation

• noLes„,
has to exhibit the cumulative ramifications of rrobable
alternatives. Accordingly the probable seriation is not a
single series but a manifold of series. At each stsr;e of
world Process t. ere are a set of nrobable next stages, of
which some are more ‘robsble than ot ers. The actual serintion
includes only the stages that occur. The probable seriation
includes all that v'osid occur without syste,Intic divergence
from the probabilities.

The po.:sible seriatim is still more remote
from actuality. It includes all the schemes of recurrence
that could be devised from the classical lows of our universe.
It orders them in a conditioned series that ramifies not only
along the lines of probable alternatives but also along lines
of mere possibility or negligible nrobability. It is equally
relevant to our universe and to any °A universe sub'ect to
the same classical laws, no matter what its initial numbers,
diversities, and distribution of elements.

Of the three seriatir.ns, then, the possible
exhibits the greatest complexity and variety. It de ends
solely on a consideration of classical laws. It suffers from
the lxdOrmi indeterminacy of the abstract, and so exhibits
the process of any universe with sixilms laws similar to ours.
The probable seriation deoens on statistical as well as classical
laws and, indeed, on the statistical laws tat arise from the
initial or basic situation of our world. Still, if it is not
as abstract as the possible seriatim, none the less it is
ideal. For each moment of world history, it assigns a most
probable futu e course. But it also assigns a series of less
probable courses, and it has to ac3movledc ,e that any of these
may prove to be the fact. Finally, the actual xvi seriation
is unique, but it purchases its waioueness by ooing beyond
Ghe field of all laws, classical and statistical, and entering
the field of observation, in which alone non-systematic divergences
from probability are determinate.
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proper/

2.3	 Our outline of the notion of a conditioned series
of schemes of recurrence sup'oses that one can attribute a
probability to the emereence and to the survival of a scheme of
recurrence.	 However, our accoent of Frobability has been in
terms of the freeuency,s2eoxents not of schemes, but of events.
Have schemes any probability? If they have, is t-ere a distinct
probability for their emereonce and another for their servival?
Such ,uestions must be met.

Consi d er a sA of events of the types, A, B, Cl...
and a world situntion in rhich they possess resoectively the
probabilities, 2, al r,... Then by a rflneral rule of probability
theory, the probability of the occurrence of all the 'ants
events in the set will be the product, Inn..., of their respective
probabilities.

No let us add a further assumption. Let us suppose
that the set of events, A, B, Cl... satisfy a coeditioned scheme
of recurrence, say K, in a world situation in which the scheme, K,
is not functioning but, in virtue of the fulfilment of -rior
conditiops, could be-in to function. Then, if A were to occur,
B would occur. If B wore to occur, C would occur. If C were to
occur,	 A would occur. In brief, if any of the events in
the set were to occur then, ocher thins beine, eqeal, the rest
of the events in the set would follow.

In this case To may sunrose that the probabilities
of the single events are res ectively the same as before, but
we cannot suppose that the probability of the combination of all
events in the set is the same as before. As is easily to be
seen, the concrete possibility of a scheme beinning to function
shifts the erobnbility of the combinntion from the eroduct, par...,
to the sum, P a 4 r 4 •••• For, in vertue of he scheme,
it now is true that A and B and C and... will occur, if either A
or B or C or... occur; end by a eeneval rule of probability
theory, tho probability of a set of alternatives is eeuel to the
sum of the probabilities of the alternatives.

Now a sum of a set of/fractions, p, q, r,.., is
always ereater than the product of the some fractions. But
a probability is a pro er fraction. It follows that, when the
prior conditions for the functieninr; of a sclleIle of recurrence
are satisfied, then ehe probability of the combination of events,
constitutive of the scheme, leap from a product of fractions to
somathing-laza a sum of fractions.

There exists, then, a •-robability of emergerne for
a scheme of recurrence. That probability consists in the sum
of the ros.ective probnbilitios of all the events included in
the scheme, and it arises as soon as the nrior confitions for
the functioninn of the ocheme are satisfied.

• e •	 V 	I,
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There also exists a erobability for the survival
of schemes that hnve begun to function. For, of itself, a scheme
tends to assure its own perpetuity, The positive conditions for
the occurrence of its comnonent events reside in the occurrence
of those events. Even negative conditions, within limited ranges,
con be erovided forth by the development of defensive circles.
None the less, Lee 'erpoteity of a sc;_eee is not necessary.
Just as classical laws are sub:ect to the proviso, ot .er things
being equal, so also are the schemes constituted be. combinations
of classical laws; and whether or n-et ot her things will continue
to be equal, is a quesqion that admits an snswer only in terms
of statistical laws. Accordingly, the probability of the survival'
of a scheme of recurrence is the probability of the non-occurrence
of any of the events that would disrupt the scheme.

2.4	 "114-There have been formulated the notion of a
conditioned series of schenes of recurrence and, as well, the
general sense in which one cnn speak of the Probability of the
emergence and the survival of mahemesl: sinele schemes. From
these considerations there now comes to lieht the notion of an
emergent Probability. For the eactunl functioning of earlier
schemes in the series fulfils the conditions for the possibility
of the functionine of later sche,aes. As such conditions are
fulfilled, the probability of tile combination of the component
events in a scheme jumps from a sax product of a set of proper
fractions to the sum of those proper fractions. But, what is
probable, sooner or later occurs. 	 it occurs, a probability
of eeergence is replaced by a probability of servival; ond as
long as the scheme servives, it is in its turn fulfilling
conditions for the possibility of still later schemes in the
series.

Such is the emeral notion of emer0;ent probability.
It results from the combination of the conditioned series of
schemes with their respective probabilities of emereence and
survival. ehile by itself it is extremely jejune, it possesses
rather remarkable po6ontialities of explanation. These must now
be indicated in outline, and so we attempt brief considerations
of the significance for emereent probability of spatial distribution,
absolute numbers, lone intervals of time, selection, stability,
and development.

The notion of a conditioned series of schemes
involves spatial concentrations. For each later set of schemes
becomes possible in the places where entlier schemes are already
functioning. Accordinely, the most elementory schemes, which
are earliest in the series, crn occur onywhere in the initial
distribution of materials. But the second batch can occur only
where the first have in fact occurred, the third can occur only
where the second have in fact occurred, and so on. Moreover,
since the realization of the schmes is in accord with the
probabilities, which may be low, one cannot exeect all possibilities
to be actuated. Hence, elenentrary schemes will not be as frequent
as they could be, to narrow the possible basis for schemes at
the second remove. These will not be as frequent as they could
be, to narrow again the possible basis for schemes at the third
remove, and so forth. It follows that, however widespread the
realization of elementary schemes, t* ere will be a wtocesetitoo
succession of constrictions of the volumes of space in which
later schemes can be found. Similarly, it follows that the
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points, so to speak, of greatest and least constriction occur
where the probabilities of emere;ence of the next sot of schemes
are respectively the lowest and t he his 'est. Finally, it follows
that, since the latest schemes in the series have the greatest
number of conditions to be fulfilled, their occurrence will be
limited to a relatively small number of places.

Secondly, t ere is the si-nificnnce of absolute
numbers. For large numbers offset low probabilities. a.at occurs
once on a million occasions, is to be exoected a million times
on a million million occasions. Now the minimum probability
pertains to the letest schemes in the series, for hheir emergence
supposes the emer-ence of all earlier schemes. It follows that
the lower the probability of the last schemes of the conditioned
series, the greater must be the initial absolute numbers in which
elementary schemes can be realized. In brief, the size of a
universe is propaztionstaxtoxthe inversely nroportionate to the
probability of its matinnte schemes of recurrence.

Thirdly, there is the sienificance of long intervals
of time. No metter how great the universe and how widespread the
functioning of elementery schemes, tore is an increasing concentra-
tion of the seaeial volumes in which later schemes can be realized.
Sooner or later, the initial benefit of lnrge numbers is lost
by the successive narrowing of the basis for further developments.
But at this point lone intervals of time become significant.
Just as a million million simultaneous possibilities yield a
million probable realizations, whose probnbiltity is one in a
million, so also a million million successive possibilities yield
a million probable realizations under the same ex:ectation.

Fourthly, tere is a selective si-nificance
attached to the dtstinction between probabilities of emergence
and probabilities of survival. If both nre low, the occurrence
of the scheme will be both rare and fleeting. If both are high,
the occurrence will be both common and enduring. If the probability
of emergence is low and t nt of survival is hLehl the scheme is
to be ex ected to be rare but enduring. Finally, in the opposite
case, the exeectation is that the scheme will be common but fleeting.

Fifthly, this selectivity has its si-nificance
for stability. The functioning of later scherres depends upon
the functioning of earlier schemes, so that if the earlier collapse,
then the Inter will colllapse as eell. It follows that the lino
of maximum stability would be of common and enduring schemes
while the line of minimum stability woeld be of rare and fleeting
schemes.
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Sixthly, no less than stability, the possibility
of development must be considered. Unfortunaeely, these two
can conflict. Schemes with high Probabilities of survival
tend to lam rison materials in their own routines. They provide
a highly stable basis for later schemes, but ehey also tend to
prevent later schemes from emerreing. A solution to this problem

earlier,/ would be for the/conditioning schemes
1_*

•0. i:w le,	 to have a heeh probability of
emerieence but a low probability of s'rvival. They would form
a floating population, on which later schemes could successively
de end. Because their probability of survival was low, they
would readily surrender materials to rive later schemes the
efmniaemt.& opportunity to emerge. Because their probability of
emergence was high, they would readily be availabale to fulfil
the conditions for the functiening of later schemes.

Needless to say, the foreroing consi(lerations
are extremely rudimentary. They are limited to the emergent
probability of any conCitioned series of scheeles of recurrence.
They make no effort towards develoning that notion in the direction
of its apelication to the conditions of the emergence and survival
of modes of living. Hoever, whi'e absolutely such a fuller
exposition woeld be desirable, still it has no place in a merely
generic account of world order. For the peemise of a 7eneric
account is, not the content of the notural sciences, but the
possibility and validity of their aesumntinns and method.

The point we	 endeavorine to make, within the
limits of our narrow premise, is that the notion of emergent
probability is explanatory. Intellirent inJuiry aims at
insight. But classical laws alone offer no insight into
numbers, distributions, concentrations, time intervals,
selectivity, uncertain stability, or development. On the
contrary, they abstract from the instance, the place, the time,
and the condrete conditions of actual functioning. Again,
statistical laws, as/mere aggregate, affirm in various cases
the ideal frequency of the occurrence of events. They make
no pretence to explaining why t'ere are so many kinds of events
or why each kind has the frequency ettribeted to it. To
reach explanation on this level it is necessary to effect the
concrete synthesis of classical laws into a conditioned series
of schemes of recurrence, to establish that such schemes, as
combinations of events, acquire first a probability of emergence
and then a probability of survival throe7h the realization of
the condielened series, and finally to grasp that, if such a
series of schemes is being realized in accord with probabilities,
then there is available a general principle that promises
answers to questions about the reason for numbers and distributions,
concentrations and time intervals; selectivity and uncertain
stability, development and break-downs. To work out the answers
pertains to the natural sciences. To grasp that emergent
probability is an explanatory idea, is to know what was meant
when mvssid our objective was characterized as a generic,
relatively invarianto.and incomplete account of the Immanent
intelligibility, the order, the design of the universe of our
experience.

sti
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erwri'mcg°2.5	 Pntsfr—ft eThere remains the task of working out the generic
properties of a world process in which the order or design is
constituted by emergent probability. This we shall attempt in
two main steps. First, we shall sumelari7e the essentials of the
notion of emergent probability. Secondly, we shall enumerate
the consequences of that notion to be verified in world process.

The essentials of the notion of erne-eent probability
may be indicted in the following series of assertions.

1. An event is what is to be known by answering "Yes"
to such questions as, Did it hap'-en? Is it occurring? Will it
occur?

2. World process is a spatio-temporal manifold of
events. In other words, there are many events and each has its
place and time.

3. Events are of kinds. Not every event is a new
species, else there could be neither classical n r statistical laws.

4. Events are recurrent. Thore are many events of
each kind, and all are not at the same time.

5. There are regularly recurrent events. This regularity
is understood, inasmuch as combinations of classical laws yield
schemes of recurrence. Schemes are circular relationships between
eveAts of kinds, such that if the events occur once in virtue of
the circular relationships then, other thin ,s being equal, they
keep on recurring indefinitely.

6. Schemes can be arraneed in a conditioned series,
such that the eaklier can function without the emereence of the
later, but the later cannot emeree or function unless the earlier
already are functioning.

7.	 Combinations of events possess a probability, and
that nrobability jumps, first when a scheme becomes concretely
possible in virtue of the fulfilment of its prior conditions,
and secondly when the schmme berrins actually to function.

B.	 The actual freelencies of events of each kind in
each place and at each time domx not diveree systematically
from their probabilities. Eveever, actual frequencies may diverge
non-systematically from probabilities, and that non-systematic
divergence is chance. Accordingly, Probability and chance are
distinct and are net to be confused,

9.	 Emo, gent probability is the successive reali2ation
in accord with probability successive schedules of probability
of a conditioned series of schemes of recurrence.
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The consequent properties of a world process, in
which the desiTI is emergent probability, run as follows.

1. There is a succession of world situations. Each
is characterized 1) by the schemes of recurrence actually functioning,
2) by the further schemes that nor; have become concretely possible,
and 3) by the current schedule of probabilities of survival for
existing schemes and of nrobabilities of eeeleence for concretely
possible schemes.

2. ,iorld process is omen. It is a succession of
probable realizations of possibilities. Hence, kikatee it does not

1~611Irk'st
run along the iron rails laid down by determinists -nor, on the
other hand, is it a non-intellieible morass of merely chance events.

3. :orld process is incrensinf3ly systematic. For it
is the successive realization of a core9itiened series of schemes
of recurrence, and the further the series of schemes is realized,
the ;Teeter the systemstizaGion to which events are subjected.

4. The incrensinely systematic character of world
process is assured. No matter how slieht the probability of the
realization of the most (Ieveloned and most conditioned schemes,
the emergence of those schemes can be assered by sufficiently
increasing absolube numbers and sufficiently prolohging intervals
of time. For acLual fr-quencies do eot ,.-Iveree systematically
from probabilities; but the ereater the numbers and the longer
the time intervals, the clearer the need for a systematic inter-
vention to prevent the probable from occurring.

5. The sienificance of the initial or basic world
situation is limited to the possibilities it contains ills and to
the probabil•ties it assiens its possibilities. By the initial
world situatien is meant the situation that is first in time;
by the basic world situation is meant the  nartial prolongation
through time of initial conditions, such as arises, for instance,
in certain contemporary hypotheses of continuous creation.

In either case, what is sienificant resides in
possibilities and their probabilities, for in all its sta7es
world process is the probable realization of usIstrbr.rik.,
possibilities. ehile the determinist would desire full information,
exact to the nth decimal place, on his initial or basic situation,
the advocate of emergent probability is euite satisfied with any
initial situation in which the most elementary schemes can emerge
and probably will eme-ge in sufficient numbers to sustain the
subsequent structure.

6. .orid process admits enormous differentiation.
It envisages the totality of possibilities defined by cklssical
laws. It realizes these possibilities In accord with itd successive
schedules of probabilities. And, given sufficient numbers and
sufficient time, even slight probabilites become assured.

7. •orld process admits break-downs. For no scheme
has more than a probability of survival, so that there is for
every scheme some probability of a break-down; and since earlier
schemes condition later &chemes, a break-down of the former entVai

,
no

the break-down of the latter.
8. eorld process incluCes blind alleys. For schemes

with a high probability of survival have some probability of emergence.
In so far as they emerge, they tend to bind .ithin their routines
the pliossib materials for the possibility of later schemes and so
to block the way to full development.

9. The later a scheme is in the conditioned series,
the narrower is is its distribution. For actual realization is.

0
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less frequent than its concrete possibility; and each later set
of schemes is concretely possible only where earlier, conditioning
schemes are functioning.

10. The narro,er the basis for the emersence of each
later set of schey,os, the srenter the need to invoke long intervals
of time. For in this case the alternstive of 1,rse numbers is
excluded.

11. The -re. ter the probabL tties of blind alleys and
of break-dosns, the xrates greater must be t e initial absolute
numbers, if the realiza,ion of the hole ssrses of schenes is to
be assured. For in this case the device of .1.ong time intervals

mir,ht not be effscacious. Blind alleys with their inert rostines
co-ld last for extremely ions scriods and,':hen they suffered
break-down, they misht resslt in anther blind, alley. Ain,
a situation wIlich led to sone development only to suffer break-down
might merely reseat this process more fro uently in a longer
interval of time. On the other hand, the effect of large inisial
numbers is to assure at loatt one situation in which the whole
series of schemes will win through.

12. The foregoing properties of world process are
gen3ric. They assume that tle.e are laws of the classical types,
but they do not assume the detsrminate content of any particular
classical law. They assume that classical Laws can be combined
into the circslar relationships of schemes, but they do not
venture to analyse the structsre of any scheme whatever. They
assume that there are statistical lays, but there is no assumption
of any the dote/Tit:sate content of any statistical law.

Moreover, these properties are relatively invariant,
They rest on the scientist's necessary presups)osition that there
are classical and statistical lays to be desermined, But they
in no way pro-judge the determinnion of those laws nor the
manner in which they are to be combined to yield schemes of
recurrence and their successsve probabilities. It follows that
the fores,,osng properties of world process cannot be upset by
any amount of scientific work in the determination of classical
or statistical laws.

Again, those sroserties are explanatory of world
process. They reveal an order, a desisn, an Intelligibility.
For they account, in soneric fashion, for numbers and time
intervals, for distsibutions and concentrations, for bllnd alleys
and broak downs, for	 enormous
differentiation, for increasing systematization, for stability
without necessity, for assurance without determinism, for development
without chance.

Finally, the intellisibility, offered by the
explanation, is insianent in world process. It exhibits the
inner design of sorld process as an emergent Isbobability, and
from that design it concludes to the outstanding, generic features
of the same process. Accordingly, since empirical niot led aims
at such an imslanont intelligibility, enersent probability is
a view of world order within the limits of empirical method.
As we began by inviting the reader to rrasp the intellisibility
immanent in the Lasso of a cart-wheel, so now .e are inviting
him to erform again the same kind of act. The only difference
is that, for the image of the cart-wheel, he now must substitute
the main features of the universe of our experience..
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3.0	 There in a clarification of ideas through contrast
with their opposites. As we have argued that an accentance of
both classical and statistical laws leads to some such world
view as emergent probability, so now we have to see how different
methodological positions result in different world views.

3.1	 Aristotle recognized botn natural laws and
statistical residues. But his natural laws lumped together
hatIce.mar in primitive confusion not only classical laws and
schemes of recurrence but also an element or aspect of statis-
tical laws. His distinction was between the necessary and
the contingent. The necessary was what always hap-ens, as in
the movements of the stars. The contin 'ent was what usually
happens; thus, usually, heavy bodies fall to the earth but,
some times, they are propned up and so do not fall.

Not only did Ar,stotle fail to grasp the
abstract lawsof nature of the classical type, but explicitly
he repudiated the possibility of a t''oory of probability.
For him all amid terrestrial events were contingent. No
doubt, effect follows from cause; but it does so, only if
some other cause doeuwit intervene; and such intervention is

da mere coincidence	 c1	 racea be r	 back to earlier coincidences A
FTDM the earlier coincidences one can regress to still earlier
coincidences; but one can never eet out of the cntegory of the
merely coincidental, and within that category there is nothing
to be grasned by any science. Hence, .hile Aristotle recognized
statistical residues and concrete patterns of diverging series
of conditions, he had no theory of probability to bring them
to heel within the field of scientific kno:.ledre.

Still, Arestetle had no intention of allowing
terrestrial process to bog down in a more morass of coincidental
interferences. To exorcize such entropy, he areued from
seasonal variations to the influence of celestial bodies upon
terrestrial activities. Because the sun and moon, the planets
and stars, operaued necessarily; becau'e they oeerated from
successively different positions; they sup-oiled him with a
sufficient ground and cause for the neriodicity and perpetuity
of terrestrial chanee. In -his fashion there arose his notion
of an eternal henven, an ii*Amalok4 ebernol earth, and an e,,ernal
cyclic recurrence.

Emergent probability differs from the Aristotelian
world view, because it rests on a different notion of science
and of law. Gleesical laws are abstract. The alleged necessary
movements of the heavens are nierely schemes of recurrence that
arose through the fis41/49Wit unfolding of probabilities and will
survive in accord with probabilities. The regularities of
terrestrial process are essentially similar, though hare the
schemes are more complex and the probabilities lower. Finally,
stitnal eternal cyclic recurrence vanishes and in its place
there comes the successive realization, in accord with successive
schedules of probabilities, of laserxmorm'mnplex a conditioned
series of ever more complex schemes of recurrence. 4taltilt
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i1	 b celestial necessity that assures the success of
terrestrial process, but emereent probability that provides
the design of all process; and that design is not an eternal,
zyssiexrammvxmaam cyclic recurrence, but the realization through
probability of a conditioned series of salumms ever more
developed schemes.

114,614 Vu
3.2	 Galileo discovered our law of fallIng bodies,
but he failed to recoenize its abstractness. Correctly, he
grasped that explanation lies beyond description, that the
relations of things m to our senses must be transcended, that
the relations of things to one another must be grasped, and
that a eeometrization of nature *the key tool in performing
this task. Still Galileo did rot cast his methodological
discoveries in the foregoing terms. Instead of speaking of
the relations of things to our senses, he spoke of the merely
apparent, secondary qualities of thines. Instead of speaking
of the relations of t ,ines to one another, he spoke of their
real and objective primary qualities, and those he conceived
as the mathonaticil dimensions of matter in motion.

Thus Galilean met odology is penetrated with
philosophic assumptions about reality and objectivity and,
unfortumetely, those essamotions are not too happy. 0445t,C.arr

'Pe•ftli?"tert

Their influence is evident in Descartes. Their ambiguities
appear in Hobbes and Locke, Berkley and Hume. Their final
inadeqancy becomes clear in Kent, where the real and objective
bodies of Galilean thought turnxout prove to constitute no more
than a phenomenal world.

Hitherto, on the other hand, our procedure has
been to prescind severely from philoso-hic questions about
reality and objectivity. In due course 'ee shall have to meet
them. But our present concern is the fact that Galilean laws
of nature are not conceived in abstraction from sensible or,
at last; least imaginable elements and, consequently, that

the Galilean law stands in the field, not of our abstract
classical laws, but rather of our scheeles of recurrence in which
abstract laws and imaeieable elements can combine.

From this concreteness of the conception of
natural laws t _eve follows a twofold consequence. On the one
hand, teere arises the hostility of incomprehension against
statistical laws. On the other hand, there results a mechanistic
view of the unlverse. For, in the abstract, classical laws
possess universality and necessity. The Galilean acknowlede,es
this universality and necessity but cannot recognize its
abstractness. For him, it is attached immediately to imaeinable
particles or an imaeinable ether or both. For him, it is already
concrete, and so it is not in need of further determinations to
reach concreteness. For him, the further  determinations, which
would be non-systematically related to one another, simply do
not exist, Accord_Lnely, since he has no doubt of the existence
of classical laws, he cannot but regard statistical laws as
mere formulations of our ignorance.- There is some vast aggregate

„...-,••••n••••n•n•••n••n•••rreh.   
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of discrete or continuous but imasinable elements; they are
subject to universal and necessary laws; and the business of
the scientist is the hard task of de.ermining those laws and
so predicting what cannot but occur.

Moreover, within this context, the ner:ation of
statistical laws involves mechanism. A rnchine is a sot of
imaginable parts, each of which stands in determinate systomabic
relations to all the others. In like manner, the universe,
implicit in Galilean m_thedolosy, is an aenrceate of imaeinable
parts and each is related systemetically to all the others.
The sole difference is that, apart from the machine, there are
other tnasinable elements that can ieterfese with its operation,
but apart from the universe of imaeinahle elements what imaginable
interventions can there arise? Mechanism accordingly becomes
a determinism.

Until recently, this Galilean view as been
dominant in scientific circles. It easily survived the rather
veiled implications of Darwinism. But it seems to have suffered
a cripling wound from the overt claims of Quantum Mechanics.
Our argument, however, moves on a different terrain. It appeals
to Darwinism and to Quantum. Mechanics only as illustrations of
scientific intelligence. Its proper premises lie in the r4a
dynamic structure of empirical ineuiry and in the canons that
govern its unfolding. In that field it has n-eticed that
abstraction is not impovorishins but enriching, that in the sense
of enriching abstraction classical lass are abstract, that
a systematic unification of classical laws does n t imply the
Possibility of imeeeinative synthesis, thns the concentration of
systematic relationships in the abstract field leaves the further
determinations, neoded for concrete apelicstions, non-systemetically
related to one another. It follows that classical and statistical
laws, so far from being opposed, are comfllenentary. It follows
that the reeelarities of oer universe reselt, not from classical
laws alone, but from the combine ,ion of such laws nth suitable
constellations of concrete circuels.ance. Finally, it follows
that those schmos schemes of recurrencelpjest as the machines
that men makeremeree and function, survive and vanish, in accord
with the probakilitiss successive schedules of probabilities
inessonxd fer the realization of a conditioned series of schemes.
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3.3	 A	 There are those that date the dawn of haman
inollie:ence from the publication of Darwin's Oriein of Species 
in 1359. In fact, thoelh the work does not contain any systeelatic
stetelient of let odolo-ical foundations, it does present the
outstanding instance of the employroont of probability as a
erincip19,4ien1anaLion. For, in the first place, Darwinism-
exnleina,'	 Alt1111$why snecies differ, why they are found
in t'oir oleervale sertio-r,emporal  distributions, why t..een
numbers Le ench s ecies increeee, or remein co' stant, or
dimi. ish 4r:be even to the point of extinction. In the second
Place, imnlmetion nresents an intellieibility imeeinent in
the data, .rount n ed in simnel-le ies end, differences, in numbers
and their retes of change, in distribetions over the surface of
the earth and teroueh the samtraiss enochs of eeology. In the
third place, this immanent intellir-ibility differs radically
from the immanent intellieibility offered, for instance, by
Newton's kt theory of unilvrnal erevitetion or Le...place's
affirmation of a sinele mathematical 2xxotio formula by which
a suitably endowed intellieence ma -ht deduce any eorld dtuation
from complete inforntien on a sireele situation. For the
follower of Laplace cannot reach any determinate conclusions,
unless he is provided with fully ncceraJo information on the
basic situation. But the folio -r of Darwin is in(:;iffeeent to
the details of his basic situation, and he obtains his conclusions

metuvrA0i54.4xlv
by apeealine*, to the net,Iral selection of chance veriationsm
that arise in any of a =NI lar-e v-riety of tor,estrial
processes from any of a laree v-riety of initial situations.

It is not difficult to discern in 12'111,v/in's
natural selection of chance vareations a narticeDer case of
a more eoneral formula. For it is not the sinele, isolated
variation but rnther a combieation of variations that is
sigiificant for the evolutionary process. Aeain, while such
combinations of vat iations may be ottributpd to chance, in the
sense that the bioloeist is *0.4* concernedith efficient causality,
but with an immanent intellieibility, still, what is significant
for evolution is the probability of emereence of such combleatioes
of zatm variations and not the non-sysUematic divereence from their
nrobability, which is or meonine of the name, chance.
Finally, nataxsizsolootion as chance vareation is an instance
of probability of emer gence, so natu-al selection is an instance
of probability of survival. Artificial selection is the -eork
of the breeder, who mates the plants or animals possessing the
characteristics he - iehes to encouraee, Natural selection is

o e
the workk of nature, which eeves a shorter life er octancy and
so less frequent litters to the terpies that are less well
equipped to fend for themselves. Sall, nature effects this

exact/	 selection, not ith the/predictability of the changing phases
of the moon, but only by a general tendency the admits exceptions
and that increases in efficacy with the increase of numbers
and the prolongation of time intervals, In a word, natural
selection moms survival in accord with the probabilities.

Moreover, these combinations of variations,
which possess probabilities of e'lereence and of survival,
are relevant to schemes of recurrence. For the concrete living

lo •
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of any plant or animal may be regarded as a set of sequences of
operations. Such operations are of kinds; there are many of
the same kind; and those of the same kind occur at different
times. There are, then, in each set of sequences recurrent
operations, and the regularity of the recurrence reveals the
eecistence and functioning of schenles.

Athin such scheees the plant or animal is only
a component. The thole schematic circle of events does not
occur within the living thing, but -oes beyond it into the
environment, fran which zreetenance is won, and into wh-ch offspring
are born. No doubt, the hieher the type, the erect-ter the Comelexity
and the grater he prollortion of sienificant events that occur
within uhe animal. But this ereater complexity only means that
the larger circle connects a series of lesset and incomplete
circles. The vascalar circulation occurs within the animal,
but it depends upon the dieestive system, which depends upon
the animals capacity to deal with its environment and, in turn,
that capacity depends on the erowth and neurishment secured by
he vascular system.

Ae;atn, the plant or animal is a comeonent for
a range of schemes. Unlike the planets which stick to their
courses in the olax system, and like the electrons which may
be ima7ined to hoe from one orbit to anther, t:io plant or animal
enters into any of a ranee of sets of alternative schemes.
This ranee is limited by immanent str'cteee and capacity.
Still, thoueh it is limited, it remains onen to alternataves.

plant or/ For :ithout chanee of structure or of basic capacity, the/animal
catinues to survive v.i.thin some variations of temeorature
and pressure, of circumambient weter or air, of sunlieht and
soil, of the floating, population of other plants or animals
on which it lives.
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At this point, however, the differences between
Darwinism and emergent probability begin to come to light.
Emergent probability affirms a conditioned series of schemes
of recurrence that are realized in accord with successive
schedules of probabilities. Darwinism, on the other hand,
affirms a conditioned series of srecies of things to be
realized in accord with successive schedules of probability.
The two views are parallel in their formal structures. They
are related, inasmuch as srecies of living things emerge and
function within ranges of alternative seles of schemes of
recurrence. None the less, there is a profound difference.
For Darwinian probabilities of emergence and survival re7ard,
not schemes of recurrence, but underlying notential compomnents
for any schemes within a limited /Trio°, and the Darwinian
series of sieecies is a sequence of hirLer potentialities
that exhibit their development by their carncity to function
in ever greater ranees of alternative sets of schomes.

This difference prompts as to recall that the
present account of errierent probability OM not aim at con-
pleteness. We had not ralsed the question, that are things?
We had not determined whether there is an answer to that question
that satisfies the scientific canon of parsimony. Accordingly,
we presented emere,ent probability in the present chapter with
the qualificaLion that Inter, when the notion of thing had been
investigated, there mieht be needed s fIrther development of
the analysis.

Darwinism wo id indicate the necessity of such
a further development. Accordirgly, if a satisfactory notion
of the thing can be reached, there will arise the following
questions. Are things potential acmxpn components for ranges
of schemes of recurrence? Are they variable in these potentialities?
Are such variations of potentiality capable of transmission?
Is there a series of combinations of transmissible variations
of pouentiality? Are there the appropriate, successive schedules
of probabilities for the emoreence and the survival of the
series of combinations of transmissible variations of potentiality?
Finally, if tiese questions can be answered affirmatively, can
those affirmations rest on (eneral, methodological grounds?
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3.4	 IT neteenth century physicists were prone to
regard Darwinian as the triumph, in the field of biology, of
their own mechan*stic view of world order. So far from sus-
pecting that a n w type of scientific explanation had been
introduced, they took it for granted that Darwin's chance
variations were ut another name for mechanical processes
too complex to b statedix in detail.

In this fashion the crisis in the world view,
immanent in scientific methodology, was postponed from the
nineteenth centur to the twentieth. It fell, not to biology,
but to the invasi n of physics itself by Relativity and by
Quantum Mechanicsb to force a radical revision of scientific
outlook. Moreove 1 since the immediate result of a crisis
is that the old t,esis gives way, not at once to a higher
synthesis, but rather to a set of merely contradictory anti-
theses, contempoe ry opinion tends to be content to replace
determinism by in eterminism and elechanistic imagery by some
symbolic ism.
3.4/ 	Inasmuch as indeterminism arises before imagery
as such is attack() the tendency is DO replace one picture of
the universe by an ther. There had been the picture of a
vast aggregaue of ery small knobs, each centered at a point-
instant and each stibjected to a set of forces; moreover, it
was heleeved that,\ in principle, the coordinates of position
and the magnetude aid direction of the forces eerie determinable
to n decimal places weth n as large as anyone pleased. Ther50,00.
has risen an antithOtical-picture of a vast aggregate of, say,
wavicles that can b4 located only approximately and that
respond to accretleLs of enerry, now in one manner, are-: now
in another.

The canon of parsimony makes short eork of
both pictures. The \scientist can affirm what he can verify.
Directly in exeerien e he can verify experiential conjueates.
Indirectly, in combilateons of experiences, he can verify
pure conjugates. Bu; there is no rhyme Or reason to the view
that either in exper ences or in combinaGions of experiences
he will ever verify ictutes of what is too small to be seen.
xhakeisxverified-,.eis.aIwaysxaxforxmlatima
The only way in which a picture can be verified is to see or
hear, taste or touch or smell, precisely what is inag&ned.
Such verification is ot possible in the realm of the sub-auomic.
Therefore, pictures o he sub-atomic lie outside the realm
of possible empirical science and must be left to artists and
jourmlists.
342.	 Howeve	 one can admit this imdekmx application
of the canon of parsi ony and still affirm an indeterminism,
not indeed of picture of the infra-sensible, but of the data
that actually are sons d. Geometrical ima-es endeavorxm to
take on the pro-erties of geometrical concepts; the image of
a point has magnitude at the concomitant concept denies it
magnitude; the imaee o a line has breadth, but the concomitant
concept denees it bren th. By dint of Imagining ever smaller
points and ever thennel lines, the geometer generates in himself
the illusion that his mees possess the accuracy of his
concepts and, moreover, when he turns his mind to physics,
he fancies a universe w'th positions and forces accurate to
any number of decimal p aces. Still, while the principle of
excluded middle would n cessitate the conclusion that *0911
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next decimal place must be oc vied by a 0, or a 1, or a 2, eta.,
it remains that human senses, °V matter how delicate the
instruments that extend their an7e, must eventually meet
their Waterloo and be forced to answer that furt'aer decimal
places are indeterminate.

To take another stance, what to me is just
a bug, to an entomoloaist is an nimal that falls with neat
precision under a series of diffe entiations. Both of us
look at the g bug, but I see only a slirlat fraction of what
he accurately observes. Be could oint cyat to me, one by one,
the features that I do not notice. In each case I could be
brought to see the asaect or quail' y to whach he dras my
attention. Still, he woald nut have 0.,one very far before I
would begin to for .et my earla-r le sOns and fail to distinguish
between features already noticed an featares under present
scrutiny. In other words, the obsurFation of data is not a
mere matter of looking. To become a\trained observer in any
field, one must ac tiara a range of cTlceptual cateaories that

7both guide Gal seeing systematically thronh a series of
centers of attention and, as well, ho d in synthesis the mat
exact set of aspects that saccessivel, fall under observation.
Now, if this is so, there arises an obNious extrapolation.
Future scientific development will bri 0; over fuller and more
accurate categories of classification,nd description, and so
future observations w	 mill stand to prosept observatio	 by
trained scientists, as their present ob ervations stand to
the looking aath,ut noticing of more la en. It follows
that, at every stage of scientific develennent, data have no
more than an incomplete determinacy and, beyond taat determinacy,
there lies an indeterminac, .
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3.43	 Howeve 1 while I would not object to a claim
that there exists an 4.rreducible haziness to data, I think
considerable care mils he exercised in drawing inferences from
this fact.

First o all, this haziness cannot affect the
content of any science at any time. To establish laws, it is
enough to show that the satisfy actual observations and actual
measurements. To rofut laws, there is no uae appealing to
observations and mmasur -fronts that never can be mede. One
has to produce the evid nce, and the evidence always consists
in the determinate conte t of actual obOervations and actual
measurements.

Secondlyl\this haziness is not surnrising to
anyone that grasps abstrfAction to be not imeoverishing but enriching.

If one suneosed that laws relate sensible contents, one would
be confronted with the di emma either of denying the haziness
of data to save the neeci8ion of the laws or else of denying
the precision of the laws \to save the haziness of the data.
But, in fact, laws relate, not sensible conuents, but abstract
conjugates that implicitly are defined by the laws themselves.
For laws are reached and a e verified,inxemm nut in data, but
in combinations of combine:ions of combinations of data; and
the meaning of the law is, not the concrete combinatory structure,
but only its abstract patte n. Thus, every law is a general
formula; to move from the 1 w to the concrete, there must be
added further information arigning particular numerical values
to specific variables; And.;%exthexlaw the haziness of data
implies that this further ir ormation cannot be completely
accurate; but this defect of accuracy in the further information

for the lawildoes not necessarily impuen the velidity of the law;XYX¢X can
be the completely accurate 1 mit on which all actual observations
and measurements converge.

Thirdly, it fo lows that the shift from the old
data thesis of determinism to the me-e antithesis of indeterminism
rests on an unconscious itur as umption that abstraction is impover-
ishing. For, as vie have just een, the haziness of dam does
not rOfore.54	 necessitate any mnial of the complete accuracy
of classical laws in the abstiect, vieeee, hoover, abstraction
is sueposedk to be enriching. ';n.t, as me have also seen, ,.hen
absuraction is supposed to be ipoverishing, then laws relate
denuded replicas of aspects conrained in data. The meaning of
the law is not constituted ulti tely by understood relations

conceptual/ implicitly defining/terms and, invPrsely, terms conceptual terms
fixing intelligible relations. The meaning of the law includes
a reference to a totality of ins ances, where each instance is
a part or com onmnt or asrect in the sensibly reiven. On that
showing, the law is concrete so t nt either laws must be inaccurate
or else data must be as determinate as concepts.

Fourthly, the noti n of enriching abstraction
does, of course, raise a problem o the nature of objectivity.
If the meaning of laws is constitutpd by understood relations
Implicitly defining terms, one cannot say that this meaning is
objective in the sense that it is s.mmthing out there to be looked
at with oriels eyes. Still, within t e oresant context, it is
not the notion of enriching abstract on but the development of
science itself that creates this prob em of sle7imativady objectivity;
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and, again within the limits of empirical science, an answer to
the problem is supnlie by the canon of parsimony. For the
simple-minded notion that the obective is what is out there to
be looked at, constitnt s the vulnerable point both in Galileols
primary qualities and	 Newton's true motion. Galileo maintained
colors and sounds and th like to be meely subj,ective; he
affirmed as real and obj ctive the 7eometrical dimensions of
matter.in motion. Again, Newton considered movements relative
to observable bodies to b apparent and movements relative to
absolue snace to be true. Still, operating within the field
of empirical science, Eins.ein decided to treat Yiven extensions
and durations in bhe same ashion as Galileo tr,ated colors and

reached//	 sounds; and when he did so he//e4oQ144 a space and time that,
whatever their objectivity, are not "ob#ionsly out there to be
looked at." Finally, as the e is a canon of complete explanation
to cover the Einsteinian pro edure, so also there is a canon
of parsimony to account for t e validity of abstract laws. As
the scientist is not entitled to affirm what he cannot verify,

f cat,inn ao nit xc omil t consists,
so he is entitled to affirm wlt he can verify; hut classical
laws are verifiable, for veri 
not in your layman taking a gooI look, but in sc.tertists inter-
preting the combinations of com inations of combinations of
thousands of particiAr resnitsfttested by trained observers.

t1.14-iire-rb	 ,s-eq---j44.431-e-nt-en--the-irten
mere.	 pie 0 TO.10.	 ion -
Obvion	 ,,eye if no/oh
as3iòl t wš. su	 as

o wne, pressur
Fifthly, there folio vs a jud7ment on the view

that all classical laws are mere mn roscopic sei=-30wriaa-tele;hs.
approximtions to microscopic realit es. Just as the formula
relating the volume, pressure, and t mperature of a gong
gas is a s-Gatistical result of random movements, SO also, some
would claim, the law of inertia draws a merely ideal line about
which moving bodies oscillate at rand° but impercetibly.

Now, clearly0/Simauttioxpig1/if he oscillations are itwirceptible, they
are unverifiable; and if they are unver fiable, they can be

quite/	 affirmed not by scientiaGs but only by j urnelists and poets.
Again, if classical laws are verifiable, what more can be
needed or 'anted for their validity? The'e is no scientific
need, but only an extra-scientific Is Ito for an image of
what really is going on "out there."
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4.	 Let us bring this long chapter uo an end. It
began from the problem of apparent duality that arose from
the existence of two types of insight, two heuristic structures,
and two distinct methods of ompirionl investigation. There
was no question of eliminating the duality, for the direct and
the inverS4types of insight both occur. There remained, then,
the task of relating diverse procedures and results into a single
whole.	 In a first section it was arrmed that classical and
statiotical investig,ations are complementary as cognitional
activities. In a second section it as revealed how their
results, whstevor their precise content, can be combined into
a single world view. In a third section this world view was
contrasted with the Aristotelian, with that of mecha-ist determinism,
with the Darwinian view, and with contemporary tendencies to
affirm an indeuerminism. In the course of the argument the
problem of the thing and, with it, the nroblem of objectivity
became increasingly apparent. But before tackling such large
issues, it will be well to broaden the basis of our ap operations
and so we turn to the notions of space and time.
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